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Abstract: Extensive research has been devoted to the chemical
manipulation of carbon nanotubes. The attachment of molec-
ular fragments through covalent-bond formation produces
kinetically stable products, but implies the saturation of some
of the C�C double bonds of the nanotubes. Supramolecular
modification maintains the structure of the SWNTs but yields
labile species. Herein, we present a strategy for the synthesis of
mechanically interlocked derivatives of SWNTs (MINTs). In
the key rotaxane-forming step, we employed macrocycle
precursors equipped with two p-extended tetrathiafulvalene
SWNT recognition units and terminated with bisalkenes that
were closed around the nanotubes through ring-closing meta-
thesis (RCM). The mechanically interlocked nature of the
derivatives was probed by analytical, spectroscopic, and
microscopic techniques, as well as by appropriate control
experiments. Individual macrocycles were observed by
HR STEM to circumscribe the nanotubes.

Ever since their discovery,[1] carbon nanotubes have
remained in the spotlight of physical and chemical research
owing to their outstanding physical properties.[2] However,
the initial excitement about their possible application in the
field of organic electronics has only recently started to
become a reality.[3] The contribution of chemistry to carbon-
nanotube science is focused on their synthesis,[4] and their
covalent[5] or noncovalent[6] modification to attain specific
electronic properties. The covalent modification of single-wall
nanotubes (SWNTs) provides kinetically stable products, but
implies the saturation of some of the C�C double bonds of the
nanotubes. The supramolecular modification of SWNTs
enables conservation of the structure of the nanotubes, but
in most cases the products lack kinetic stability.[7]

A hitherto unexplored alternative is to modify the SWNTs
to form mechanically interlocked species.[8] Mechanically

interlocked molecules (MIMs) consist of two or more
separate components which are not connected by chemical
(i.e. covalent) bonds. Examples of MIMs are rotaxanes, in
which one or more macrocycles are trapped on a linear
component (thread) by bulky substituents at its ends (stop-
pers) that prevent dissociation, and catenanes, in which two or
more macrocycles are interlocked in the same way as links in
a chain. Owing to their unique dynamic properties, MIMs
have been extensively studied as candidates for the construc-
tion of synthetic molecular machinery.[9] For example, self-
assembled monolayers of molecular shuttles—rotaxanes in
which the macrocycle can be moved between two or more
sites on the thread in response to external stimuli—are able to
produce mechanical work[10] and to store information.[11]

Recently, multistation molecular shuttles have been shown
to perform sequence-specific peptide synthesis,[12] thus imi-
tating one of the most complex pieces of naturally existing
molecular machinery, the ribosome. Besides the application
of MIMs to the synthesis of molecular machinery, the
encapsulation of elongated molecules to form kinetically
stable rotaxanes has been proven to give rise to a variety of
novel properties. As a consequence, there is growing interest
in the production of mechanically interlocked hybrid materi-
als, such as polymers[13] and metal–organic frameworks.[14] The
1D structure of SWNTs opens up the possibility of utilizing
them as threads in the synthesis of rotaxane-type mechan-
ically interlocked nanotubes (MINTs).[15] To the best of our
knowledge, this possibility has only been studied from
a theoretical point of view.[16] Herein, we describe the
synthesis of rotaxanes in which SWNTs act as threads.

Given the structural similarities between fullerenes and
SWNTs, we based our design on our previous experience in
the synthesis of macrocyclic receptors for fullerenes.[17]

Macrocycles 1–3 (Figure 1a) feature two p-extended tetra-
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thiafulvalene (9,10-di(1,3-dithiol-2-ylidene)-9,10-dihydro-
anthracene, exTTF) units, which have been previously
shown to serve as a recognition motif for SWNTs.[18] The
recognition units are linked together through 1,4-xylylene and
C14, C18, or C20 alkenyl spacers. The macrocycles were
synthesized by ring-closing metathesis (RCM) of the corre-
sponding linear precursors 4–6 (Figure 1a). To investigate the
required diameter for a SWNT to be appropriate for
threading through macrocycle 1, as a model system, we
carried out an extensive theoretical search, in which the
association of 1 with as many as 40 different SWNT chiralities
was modeled. To that end, we chose the relatively inexpensive
MMFF94 force field, which is known to provide satisfactory
structural accuracy for a broad range of systems, including

SWNTs. For one case, a (12,0) SWNT
with 1, we compared the force-field
geometry to that obtained from
a DFT calculation and found no
significant difference (see Computa-
tional Details in the Supporting Infor-
mation). On the basis of these calcu-
lations, we estimated that 1 was able
to encapsulate SWNTs of diameters
smaller than 0.91 nm with signifi-
cantly positive interaction energy.
Among the SWNT configurations
investigated, (6,5), (7,5), (7,6), (8,4),
(8,5), and (9,4) nanotubes showed the
highest predicted binding energies,
between 29.6 and 166.9 kJ mol�1 (see
Table S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The energy-minimized struc-
ture of a pseudorotaxane comprising
1 and a (7,6) SWNT is shown in
Figure 1b.

Considering the results of the
calculations, in a first attempt we
utilized (7,6)-enriched SWNTs pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (0.7–
1.1 nm in diameter, 90 % purity after
purification). The nanotubes (20 mg)
were suspended in tetrachloroethane
(TCE; 20 mL) through sonication and
mixed with linear precursor 4 (10 mg,
0.0087 mmol) and Grubbs� second-
generation catalyst at room temper-
ature for 72 h. We expected the nano-
tube to serve as a template for the
macrocycle, which would be formed
around it (Figure 1c). We relied on
RCM, since the fully substituted sp2

carbon atoms of the SWNT are
unlikely to react under these condi-
tions.[19] After this time, the suspen-
sion was filtered through a polytetra-
fluoroethylene membrane with a pore
size of 0.2 mm, and the solid was
washed profusely with CH2Cl2 to
remove nonthreaded macrocycles,

catalyst, and any remaining linear precursor. Thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) of the solid thus obtained showed
a weight loss of 37 % at approximately 400 8C (Figure 2a).
When the same reaction was carried out with plasma-purified
SWNTs purchased from Cheap Tubes Inc. (0.8–1.6 nm in
diameter, 99 % purity), the product obtained showed a weight
loss of 29 % (Figure 2b), in accordance with a smaller ratio of
SWNTs with diameters suitable for encapsulation with 1. The
diameter of the macrocycle also affects the degree of
functionalization. For example, when the reaction was carried
out with linear precursor 5 or 6 instead of 4, under otherwise
identical experimental conditions, TGA analysis showed 23
and 31% weight loss, respectively (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). This high loading of exTTF mate-

Figure 1. a) Chemical structure of macrocycles 1–3 and their linear precursors 4–6. The structure
of linear oligomer 7 is also shown. b) Energy-minimized (MMFF94) molecular model of
a pseudorotaxane comprising 1 and a (7,6) SWNT. Carbon atoms of the macrocycle are shown in
green, sulfur in yellow, oxygen in red, and hydrogen in white. Carbon atoms of the SWNT are
shown in dark red. The diameters of the nanotube and macrocycle 1 are also shown. c) Schematic
representation of the RCM clipping reaction and purification procedure, as based on experimental
data (see main text). Note that some longer oligomers/polymers might also form part of the MINT
mixture.
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rial suggests that, besides encapsulation by macrocycles 1–3,
other types of functionalization of the nanotubes, by oligo-
mers or higher-order macrocycles formed in situ from the
linear precursors, may also make a significant contribution.
Functionalization by linear oligomers should be completely
diameter-independent, so the dependence of the amount of
exTTF material attached to the SWNTs on the size of the
cavity of the macrocycle and the diameter of the nanotubes

indicates that this type of functionalization plays a minor
role.[20] In support of this hypothesis, HPLC analysis of the
filtrate of the clipping reaction of 4 around the plasma-
purified SWNTs showed macrocycle 1 and the unreacted
linear precursor only, in a 64:36 4/1 ratio. In comparison,
analysis of an identical RCM reaction carried out in the
absence of SWNTs showed a very similar HPLC trace, but
with a 47:53 4/1 ratio, which shows that a significant amount of
1 was retained in the SWNT material (see Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information). No oligomers of 4 were detected.
All these data indicate that encapsulation of the nanotubes by
1–3 or, to some extent, higher-order macrocycles is the major
type of functionalization. Both would lead to the desired
interlocked species. Nevertheless, owing to the intrinsically
heterogeneous nature of the sample, the possibility of
a certain degree of functionalization by oligomers/polymers
cannot be fully discarded.

By varying the relative concentration of 4 with respect to
SWNTs we could modulate the degree of functionalization.
We performed experiments with the plasma-purified SWNTs
in which the concentration of 4 was decreased by a factor of
ten (0.044 mm) and increased by factors of five (2.3 mm) and
ten (4.5 mm) with respect to the original experiment
(0.44 mm). TGA analysis of these samples is shown in
Figure 2c. The product formed with the lowest concentration
of 4 showed a loss of 12 % at 400 8C, whereas a weight loss of
35 or 37 % was observed when the concentration of 4 was
increased by a factor of five and ten, respectively. These data
clearly show that the degree of functionalization does not
have a linear relationship with the concentration of 4, but
instead reaches a maximum at about 40%, which corresponds
approximately to one macrocycle for every 140 nanotube
carbon atoms (Figure 2c, inset).

This degree of functionalization was maintained even
after three consecutive washes, in which the sample was
resuspended in CH2Cl2 (20 mL), sonicated (10 min), and
filtered, thus indicating that there is little or no exchange
between bound and unbound macrocycles. Even heating at
reflux in tetrachloroethane (b.p. = 147 8C; 30 min), followed
by a thorough rinse with CH2Cl2, did not lead to a significant
loss of loading (Figure 2b). In fact, the only way in which the
macrocycles could be removed was through calcination of the
sample at 360 8C for 30 min (see Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information).

We reasoned that, besides the high affinity of the macro-
cycles for SWNTs, this outstanding stability could originate
from a high energy barrier for the dethreading process, most
likely as a result of the formation of cross-points, which would
act as stoppers, between the nanotubes (Figure 1 c). To test
this hypothesis, we carried out the clipping reaction with
shorter, but otherwise identical, plasma-purified nanotubes
(0.2–5 mm versus 3–30 mm), which should be less likely to form
cross-points. TGA analysis of the product showed a function-
alization of 20%, a significant decrease with respect to the
original 29 % observed for the longer tubes (see Figure S4 in
the Supporting Information). Moreover, we also attempted
the direct encapsulation of a suspension of the long plasma-
purified SWNTs (20 mg) in TCE (20 mL) by stirring with
macrocycle 1 (10 mg, 0.0089 mmol) for 72 h at room temper-

Figure 2. a) TGA analysis (air, 10 8Cmin�1) of pristine (7,6)-enriched
SWNTs (solid line) and the product formed by treatment with 4
(10 mg, 0.0087 mmol) and the Grubbs second-generation catalyst in
TCE (20 mL) at room temperature for 72 h (dashed line). b) TGA
analysis (air, 10 8Cmin�1) of pristine plasma-purified SWNTs (solid
line), the product formed by treatment with 4 (10 mg, 0.0087 mmol)
and the Grubbs second-generation catalyst in TCE (20 mL) at room
temperature for 72 h (dotted line), and the same sample after heating
at reflux in TCE for 30 min and filtration (dashed line, showing the
stability of the noncovalent modification). c) Variation in the degree of
functionalization with the relative concentration of 4 with respect to
that of the SWNTs, as shown by TGA analysis (air, 10 8C min�1):
0.044 mm (black), 0.44 mm (dark gray), 2.3 mm (gray), and 4.5 mm

(light gray). Inset shows the relative weight loss versus the concen-
tration of 4.
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ature. The resulting product was analyzed by TGA, which
showed a weight loss of only 7% (see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information); this low weight loss indicates that
the threading process is indeed highly unlikely.

Since some residual functionalization was still observed,
we decided to quantify the direct association of 4 with the
walls of the SWNTs by mixing 4 (10 mg, 0.0087 mmol) and
SWNTs (20 mg) in TCE (20 mL) in the absence of the RCM
catalyst. Similarly to the previous experiment, we observed
a weight loss of around 6% by TGA (see Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information). This value suggests that both
products are the result of the adsorption of either 1 or 4 on
the sidewalls of the SWNTs. An increase in the number of
exTTF units to four, with linear dimer 7, led to a slight
increase in the amount of material attached to the SWNTs
(9% weight loss in TGA at the same temperature; see
Figure S7 in the Supporting Information), thus providing
further evidence that functionalization by oligomers plays
a minor role only.

To characterize our MINT samples, we carried out solid-
state cross-polarization magic-angle spinning (CP MAS)
13C NMR spectroscopy, UV/Vis/NIR spectroscopy, photo-
luminescence excitation intensity mapping (PLE), and
Raman spectroscopy, all of which were in agreement with
the noncovalent functionalization of the SWNTs with 1. The
CP MAS 13C NMR spectrum of the mechanically interlocked
sample of the plasma-purified nanotubes, MINTpp-1, showed
signals in the d = 150–100, 80–60, and 40–20 ppm regions,
which were assigned to the sp2-hybridized nanotube carbon
atoms plus the aromatic atoms of 1, the alkene moieties, and
the alkyl spacers of 1, respectively. For comparison, the
CP MAS 13C NMR spectrum of 1 was also recorded and
showed much better defined signals in similar areas of the
spectrum. The relative integrals of the aromatic/alkene/alkyl
regions in 1 are approximately 2.6:0.2:1.0, whereas in
MINTpp-1 they are 4.7:0.2:1.0, thus showing that the nanotube
carbon atoms are cross-polarized via the hydrogen atoms of
the macrocycle. In contrast, neither the pristine nanotubes
nor the products of the control experiments without the
Grubbs catalyst or with the preformed macrocycle 1 showed
any signals (Figure 3a). The UV/Vis/NIR spectra of pristine
(7,6)-enriched SWNTs and the corresponding MINT(7,6)-
1 sample are shown in Figure 3b. The absorption spectra of
the SWNTs shows features in the M11, S22, and S11 regions of
the spectra, with the absorption of the (7,6) nanotube clearly
distinguishable at l = 650 and 1120 nm.[21] Upon derivatiza-
tion, these bands are significantly shifted bathochromically, to
l = 660 and 1150 nm, respectively. Most other absorption
bands in the S11 and S22 regions of the spectra are also shifted
to a similar extent.

In the PLE experiments (Figure 4), SWNTs of config-
urations (6,5), (7,5), (7,6), (8,4), and (9,4) were detected in the
(7,6)-enriched sample, all of which should present significant
positive interactions with 1 according to our calculations.
Upon the formation of MINT(7,6)-1, their luminescence is
significantly quenched and red-shifted, as could be expected.
For example, in the case of the (7,6) tubes, as compared to
a sample of pristine SWNTs of the same optical density, the
excitation is shifted from 644 to 648 nm, and the emission is

shifted from 1142 to 1152 nm and quenched to approximately
half the intensity.

The Raman spectra of as-purchased plasma-purified
SWNTs and MINTpp-1 are compared in Figure 5 a–c (lexc =

785 nm). The two spectra are very similar, thus proving that
the structure of the nanotubes is preserved upon modifica-
tion, with no increase in the relative intensity of the D band.
Meanwhile, the G band is shifted from 1576 cm�1 in the
pristine SWNT to 1577 cm�1 in MINTpp-1 (Figure 5b). This
small shift is in agreement with previous findings for the
noncovalent modification of SWNTs with exTTF-based
tweezers[18] and implies that there is no significant charge
transfer from the electron-donor exTTF moiety to the
SWNTs in the ground state. The change in the radial
breathing modes (RBM) are also small. The signals at lower
wave numbers (150–200 cm�1), which correspond to SWNTs
too large to be encapsulated by 1, are unaltered, whereas
those appearing between 250 and 300 cm�1 (SWNT diameter:

Figure 3. a) CP MAS 13C NMR spectra of (from top to bottom): pristine
plasma-purified SWNTs, MINTpp-1, macrocycle 1, SWNTs after treat-
ment with 4, and SWNTs after treatment with 1. b) UV/Vis/NIR
spectra (D2O, 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 298 K) of pristine
(7,6)-enriched SWNTs (top, black) and MINT(7,6)-1 (bottom, gray). The
absorption features of the (7,6) nanotube are marked with a vertical
dashed line.
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1–0.8 nm) are shifted to higher frequencies, for example, from
259 to 260 cm�1. The shifts in the spectra of the (7,6)-enriched

sample upon functionalization are very similar (Figure 5d–f).
The G band is shifted from 1585 to 1587 cm�1, whereas the
RBM of the (7,6) SWNT is shifted from 259 to 260 cm�1. The
modifications with green laser excitation follow the same
trends (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information). All
these data are consistent with the modification of the
nanotubes to form MINT-1.

The investigation of a sample of MINT(7,6)-1 under atomic
force microscopy (AFM, dynamic mode) was also in agree-
ment with the formation of the rotaxane-type species. Fig-
ure 6a shows a topographic image of a single SWNT with
a height of approximately 1 nm, on which three separate
elevations of approximately 2.5 nm are observed. The dimen-
sions and the regularity of these elevations are perfectly
consistent with the formation of 1 around a SWNT (Fig-
ure 1b). If either 1 or unreacted 4 were simply adsorbed on
top of the SWNT, the vertical dimension would be signifi-
cantly smaller (ca. 1.6 nm; see Figure S9 in the Supporting
Information). The phase image (Figure 6b) shows that there
is higher energy diffusion at the protuberances, thus indicat-
ing that they are not nanotube inhomogeneities. In contrast,
AFM images of the pristine SWNTs do not show protuber-
ances of regular height nor differences in the phase channel
(see Figure S10 in the Supporting Information).

Finally, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) pro-
vided conclusive support for the formation of MINTs.
Pioneering studies by Nakamura and co-workers have offered
extensive evidence of the observation of a variety of small
organic molecules under TEM in the vicinity of carbon
nanotubes.[22] An image of MINTpp-1 obtained under a JEOL-
JEM 2100F microscope (2.5 � resolution), like the micro-
scope utilized by Nakamura and co-workers in their seminal
study,[23] is shown in Figure 6c. Most of the individual SWNTs
show densely covered walls (Figure 6c, white ellipse), in

agreement with the high degree of
functionalization determined by
TGA, but we were pleased to
observe that in numerous cases
distinct circular objects could be
detected around the nanotubes, in
several different areas of the
sample (Figure 6c, white circles).
The diameter of the nanotubes
(ca. 1.4 nm) and of the macro-
cyclic components (ca. 4 nm) sug-
gests that these circular objects are
the result of a bimolecular macro-
cyclization of 4. Figure 6d shows
a TEM image of the MINT(7,6)-
1 sample, in which an isolated
SWNT of diameter 0.8 nm sur-
rounded by an object of an appro-
priate size to be 1 (ca. 2.2 nm) can
be seen. To perform a more pre-
cise characterization, we also
employed an aberration-corrected
microscope. The microscope was
operated at 80 kV to prevent
damage to the nanotubes and

Figure 4. PLE intensity maps (D2O, 1% SDS, 298 K) of a) pristine
(7,6)-enriched SWNTs and b) MINT(7,6)-1. Intensities range from 0 to
1650 counts. Rayleigh scattering has not been filtered.

Figure 5. a) Raman spectra (lexc = 785 nm) of plasma-purified SWNTs (top, black) and the correspond-
ing MINTpp-1 (bottom, gray); b) magnification of the G zone; c) magnification of the RBM zone
(dashed vertical lines have been added as a guide to the eye). d) Raman spectra of (7,6)-enriched
SWNTs (top, black) and the corresponding MINT(7,6)-1 (bottom, gray); e) magnification of the G zone;
f) magnification of the RBM zone. All spectra are the average of three different measurements.
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macrocycles. Under these working conditions, in scanning
transmission electron (STEM) mode, a spatial resolution of
1.1 � is guaranteed. Figure 6 e,f shows the bright-field and
dark-field high-resolution (HR) STEM images, recorded
simultaneously, of the MINT(7,6)-1 sample. In the bright-field
image, a single SWNT of 0.8 nm in diameter and functional-
ized with two separate macrocycles can be observed. The
macrocycles are again commensurate with 1 in terms of their
size (ca. 2.2 nm). The dark-field image shows a similar
contrast for the macrocycles and the SWNT, in accordance
with their composition. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) of the MINT-1 samples confirmed the presence of
a significant amount of sulfur (ca. 1 %), in good agreement
with the TGA data (see Figure S11 in the Supporting
Information).

In conclusion, we have introduced the mechanical bond as
a new tool for the chemical manipulation of SWNTs. Our
synthetic approach is based on a clipping strategy in which the
macrocycles are formed around the SWNTs by RCM. Once in
place, the macrocycles remained attached to the nanotubes
even after reflux in TCE for 30 min, and could only be
removed by calcination at 360 8C. Raman spectroscopy
showed that the changes to the electron–phonon structure
of the SWNTs upon formation of the mechanically inter-

locked species are small, and comparable to those observed
after typical noncovalent modification. PLE maps suggest
that a charge-transfer process occurs from the donor exTTF
unit to the nanotubes upon photoexcitation. We now intend to
extend this strategy to other types of macrocycles and to
investigate the properties of the MINTs exhaustively.
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